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1. DISEASE CHARACTERISTICS

1.1 Name of the disease (synonyms)

Cornelia de Lange syndrome (CdLS); Brachmann-de Lange syndrome

(BdLS).

1.2 OMIM# of the disease

122470; 300590; 610759; 614701; 300882.

1.3 Name of the analysed genes or DNA/chromosome segments

NIPBL; 5p13.2; SMC1A; Xp11.22-p11.21; SMC3;10q25.2; RAD21;

8q24.11;HDAC8; Xq13.1.

1.4 OMIM# of the gene(s)

*608667; *300040; *606062; *606462; *300269.

1.5 Mutational spectrum

CdLS is a congenital autosomal dominant (NIPBL, SMC3 and

RAD21) or X-linked dominant (SMC1A and HDAC8) disorder

characterized by facial dysmorphism, pre- and post-natal growth

retardation, developmental, intellectual disability, and multiorgan

involvement.1,2

Currently, it is estimated that ~ 80% of patients with CdLS have

an identifiable mutation in the NIPBL gene, including the 23% of

cases with somatic mosaicism.3,4 More than 300 mutations have

been found spreaded throughout the gene, although exon 10

appears to be a hot spot.5 Different types of point mutations have

been reported, including (in order of decreasing prevalence)

frameshift (32%), missense (26%), nonsense (18%), splice site

(17%) and in-frame deletion or insertion (7%). Moreover, 33 larger

deletions and one balanced translocation have been reported as

well. A much smaller percentage of patients (~4–6%) have

mutations in the cohesin complex gene SMC1A,6–8 in which 34

mutations have been identified so far,9 including missense

mutations (82%) or in-frame deletions (18%). No frameshift or

nonsense mutations have been reported in this gene, possibly

because they are lethal or lead to a different yet unrecognisable

phenotype.5

To date, only six patients with mutation in SMC3 have been

identified.8,10

Mutations in RAD21 have been reported in eight patients with a

CdLS phenotype: four whole-gene deletions, two missense, one in-

frame exonic deletion and one frameshift mutation.11,12

Mutations in the HDAC8 gene account for ~ 4% of mutations in

individuals, including a phenotypically distinct subgroup of CdLS.13,14

Reported mutations include missense (the most frequent type),

chromosomal microdeletions or microduplications, nonsense and

splice site.

HDAC8 mutations have also been found in seven males from the

same family affected by intellectual disability, short stature, truncal

obesity, craniofacial dysmorphic features, gynaecomastia and hypo-

gonadism, overlapping the X-linked intellectual disability syndromes

Wilson–Turner syndrome and Börjeson–Forssman–Lehmann

syndrome.15

For the standard reference sequence in relation to the variants

reported, NCBI Reference Sequences: NM_133433.3 (NIPBL gene),

NM_006306.3 (SMC1A), NM_005445.3 (SMC3), NM_006265.2

(RAD21) and NM_018486.2 (HDAC8) should be applied. NIPBL

gene variants can be found in the database: Leiden Open Variation

Database (LOVD) (http://grenada.lumc.nl/LOVD2/CDLS/ home.php?

select_db=NIPBL).

Although most of the identified mutations in the CdLS-related

genes are considered de novo, familial cases have been reported in

patients with mutations in NIPBL,2,16–19 SMC1A,7,9 RAD2112 and

HDAC8.14

Although the vast majority of patients with the classic/severe CdLS

phenotype carry an identifiable mutation in NIPBL, in some of them
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no mutation was identified in any of the known CdLS-associated

genes. Most of these cases are possibly owing to mosaicism, which in

some individuals can be difficult to discern.20 It is also hypothesized

that other yet unknown gene/s is/are likely involved as well. Moreover,

there are individuals with atypical CdLS phenotypes that phenotypi-

cally overlap with the classic CdLS phenotype and who are considered

to have a ‘cohesinopathy’.

1.6 Analytical methods

Sequencing of all NIPBL exons and their intron–exon boundaries,

multiplex ligation-dependent probe amplification (MLPA) or SNP

array/array-CGH to identify large deletions/duplications. On the

basis of the type of mutations most frequently identified, start with

sequencing, followed by MLPA or SNP array/array-CGH. Although,

most of the studies are usually performed using DNA from blood

leukocytes, recent publications indicate a high frequency of mosaic

NIPBL mutations that are not detected by conventional sequencing

of blood DNA. Therefore, the simultaneous study of DNA from

buccal cells with highly sensitive technologies (next-generation

sequencing (NGS)) or Sanger sequencing of DNA from fibroblasts

(skin biopsy) is recommended to improve genetic diagnosis and

counselling.21 In patients who test negative for mutations in NIPBL,

testing of SMC1A, HDAC8, RAD21 and SMC3 should be indivi-

dually considered.

As soon as the cost of exome sequencing falls to an affordable level

and exome coverage increases, panel/whole-exome sequencing will

likely become the first-line tier testing technique for this heterogenous

disorder.

1.7 Analytical validation

Direct sequencing of amplification products is performed in both

forward and reverse directions. The existence of a mutation is

confirmed by sequencing a second independently amplified PCR

product from the patient's DNA from the respective tissue.

RT-PCR and cDNA sequencing are performed to confirm splicing

mutations.

1.8 Estimated frequency of the disease (incidence at birth (‘birth

prevalence’) or population prevalence. If known to be variable

between ethnic groups, please report)

Birth prevalence: between 1:10 000 and 1:30 000 live births. No

difference between ethnic groups.

1.9 Diagnostic setting

Yes No

A. (Differential) diagnostics ⊠ □

B. Predictive testing □ ⊠

C. Risk assessment in relatives ⊠ □

D. Prenatal ⊠ □

Comment:

Predictive testing—not applicable. As CdLS is not a late-onset

disease and the clinical features are usually present at birth, the genetic

molecular tests, even in young children, are considered diagnostic and

not predictive.

Risk assessment is possible in relatives of CdLS individuals with

either familial (inherited) or de novo mutations.

2. TEST CHARACTERISTICS

Genotype or disease A: True positives

B: False positives

C: False negative

D: True negative

Present Absent

Test

Positive A B Sensitivity:

Specificity:

A/(A+C)

D/(D+B)

Negative C D Positive predictive value:

Negative predictive value:

A/(A+B)

D/(C+D)

2.1 Analytical sensitivity

(proportion of positive tests if the genotype is present)

The most common diagnostic method used for molecular diagnosis

of CdLS is Sanger sequencing of DNA extracted from peripheral

blood. In patients with mutations in NIPBL and somatic mosaicism

analytical sensitivity may vary depending on the analysed sample and

on the applied technique. Published studies indicate that analytical

sensitivity in blood by Sanger sequencing drops far below 70% when

low-level mosaicism is present.21

Mutations outside the coding exons in promoters, regulatory

regions or introns will likely be missed as well.

2.2 Analytical specificity

(proportion of negative tests if the genotype is not present)

The detection specificity of gene sequencing is 90% for point

mutations, and small deletions and insertions. MLPA or SNP array/

array-CGH are applicable only for exon-spanning mutations and the

detection specificity is 95%.

2.3 Clinical sensitivity

(proportion of positive tests if the disease is present)

The clinical sensitivity can be dependent on variable factors such as

age or family history. In such cases a general statement should be

given, even if a quantification can only be made case by case.

On the other hand, it would be difficult to provide a reliable

estimate because: a) some patients display a non-classic phenotype,

making difficult to ascertain whether they have CdLS (i.e. SMC1A-

mutated paucisymptomatic females and the not uncommon HDAC8-

mutated patients); b) clinical diagnosis may be hard to confirm in

patients with low-level mosaic mutations and in patients mutated in

yet unknown genes.

2.4 Clinical specificity

(proportion of negative tests if the disease is not present)

The clinical specificity can be dependent on variable factors such as

age or family history. In such cases a general statement should be

given, even if a quantification can only be made case by case.

2.5 Positive clinical predictive value

(lifetime risk to develop the disease if the test is positive)

Predictive testing—not applicable, as this syndrome is not a late-

onset disease and the clinical features are usually present at birth,

molecular-genetic testing must be considered diagnostic and not

predictive.

2.6 Negative clinical predictive value

(probability not to develop the disease if the test is negative)
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Assume an increased risk based on family history for a non-affected

person. Allelic and locus heterogeneity may need to be considered.

Index case in that family had been tested:

Nearly 100%.

Index case in that family had not been tested:

Not a recommended approach.

3. CLINICAL UTILITY

3.1 (Differential) diagnostics: The tested person is clinically affected

(To be answered if in 1.9 ‘A’ was marked)

3.1.1 Can a diagnosis be made other than through a genetic test?

No □ (continue with 3.1.4)

Yes ⊠

Clinically ⊠

Imaging □

Endoscopy □

Biochemistry □

Electrophysiology □

Other (please describe)

Comment:

Clinical diagnosis of classical CdLS is based on characteristic

recognisable facial features (arched eyebrows, synophrys, long

eyelashes, short nose with anteverted nares, long and smooth

philtrum, thin upper vermillion with downturned corners of the

mouth, high palate with widely spaced or absent teeth), limb

malformations (short first metacarpal/proximally placed thumb,

small hand and/or feet, fifth finger clinodactyly, radial head

dislocation/abnormal elbow extension, oligodactyly and reduction

defects), growth pattern (pre-postnatal growth retardation with

microcephaly) and neurodevelopmental profile (moderate-to-

severe global developmental delay, speech and language disabilities,

anxiety, obsessive compulsive behaviour with autistic spectrum

disorder). Clinical manifestations in patients with mutations in

SMC1A and SMC3 typically have a milder phenotype compared

with those with NIPBL mutations, particularly regarding limb

reduction defects and growth retardation.

Patients with mutations in RAD21 typically show growth retarda-

tion, minor skeletal anomalies and facial features that overlap with

typical CdLS. Notably, these individuals show a relatively mild

phenotype compared with classic CdLS, particularly limb involvement

and developmental delay.11,12

Patients with mutations in HDAC8 have features suggestive of CdLS

but with some atypical features including large anterior fontanel,

hooded eyelids, broader nasal root and pleasant personality.13 In this

X-linked form of CdLS the hemizygous males are more severely

affected. In females the severity is strongly influenced by random X

inactivation.14 HDAC8 mutations have also been found in an X-linked

intellectual disability syndrome which overlaps Wilson–Turner syn-

drome and Börjeson–Forssman–Lehmann syndrome.15

CdLS has been reported to have some clinical overlap with Fryns

syndrome (coarse face, diaphragmatic hernia, cleft palate, distal

limb hypoplasia and hypertrichosis),22 foetal alcohol syndrome

(pre-postnatal growth retardation, developmental delay, hirsutism,

craniofacial anomalies and cardiac defects),23 and Coffin-Siris

Syndrome (aplasia or hypoplasia of the distal phalanx or nail of

the fifth digit, distinctive facial features and moderate-to-severe

developmental delay).24,25

3.1.2 Describe the burden of alternative diagnostic methods to the

patient

The burden is minimal as clinical features are often sufficient to make

a definitive diagnosis.

3.1.3 How is the cost effectiveness of alternative diagnostic methods to

be judged?

Clinical diagnosis is a relatively inexpensive procedure. Genetic testing

of the five CdLS associated genes is still relatively expensive, although

the use of panel-sequencing methodology has lowered the cost. More-

over, the availability of the new molecular diagnostic techniques of next-

generation sequencing (NGS), whole-genome/exome sequencing will

significantly improve the mutation rate detection at an affordable cost.

3.1.4 Will disease management be influenced by the result of a

genetic test?

No ⊠

Yes □

Therapy (please

describe)

Therapy is currently mainly symptomatic and based on

clinical features (gastroesophageal reflux disease –

GERD –, seizures, hearing loss, cardiac defects,

cryptorchidism and so on). It may be necessary

supplementary feeding, nasogastric tube placement and/

or gastrostomy to meet nutritional needs and, if GERD is

severe, fundoplication. Programmes for psychomotor/

cognitive rehabilitation and for stimulation of commu-

nication skills are strongly recommended.

Prognosis (please

describe)

Prognosis is based on prenatal and postnatal growth, on

the severity of the associated malformations and on the

degree of intellectual disability.

Management (please

describe)

Multidisciplinary clinical follow-up (Paediatrics, Clinical

Genetics, Orthopaedics, Cardiology, Gastroenterology,

ENT, Ophtalmology, Neuropsychiatry). A positive genetic

test will impact on genetic counselling by permitting

carrier detection, diagnosis in individuals with milder

manifestations and the provision of an accurate

recurrence risk for the affected families.

3.2 Predictive Setting: The tested person is clinically unaffected but

carries an increased risk based on family history

(To be answered if in 1.9 ‘B’ was marked)

3.2.1 Will the result of a genetic test influence lifestyle and

prevention?

If the test result is positive (please describe)

Not applicable.

If the test result is negative (please describe)

Not applicable.

3.2.2 Which options in view of lifestyle and prevention does a person

at-risk have if no genetic test has been done (please describe)?

Not applicable.

3.3 Genetic risk assessment in family members of a diseased person

(To be answered if in 1.9 ‘C’ was marked)

3.3.1 Does the result of a genetic test resolve the genetic situation in

that family?

NIPBL, SMC3 and RAD21-related CdLS mutations are inherited in an

autosomal dominant manner. The majority of affected individuals
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have a de novo NIPBL mutation; fewer than 2% of individuals with

NIPBL-related CdLS have an affected parent. When both parents are

clinically unaffected, the risk of the sibs of a proband with NIPBL-

related CdLS is estimated to be 3–5% (slightly higher than general

population) because of the possibility of germline mosaicism.3,19,26

SMC1A and HDAC8 are inherited in an X-linked dominant manner

although SMC1A partially escapes X inactivation, whereas HDAC8 is

subject to X inactivation. The risk of the sibs of a proband with

SMC1A/HDAC8-related CdLS depends on the status of the proband's

mother. Prenatal testing for pregnancies at increased risk is possible

for families in which the disease-causing allele has been identified.

As CdLS is an autosomal dominant/X-linked disease with almost

complete penetrance and high intra-familial phenotypic variability,

affected individuals and their relatives should be offered genetic

counselling and testing. There is an exception in the case of HDAC8

female carriers inactivating the mutant allele, making relevant their

recognition to evaluate the risk for proband´s sibs.

3.3.2 Can a genetic test in the index patient save genetic or other tests

in family members?

Not completely. However, identification of the causative mutation in

the index case allows focussed genetic testing in family members

instead of screening of the entire gene or of all genes potentially

causing CdLS. If the mutation in the proband is found to be de novo

(e.g. not present in the parents) then no one else in the extended

family needs to be tested. As there is a significant amount of germline

mosaicism reported in CdLS it may still be relevant to offer prenatal

testing to affected families with one child with CdLS, even when the

mutation is not identified in the blood of the parents.

3.3.3 Does a positive genetic test result in the index patient enable a

predictive test in a family member?

See comment in 1.9 ‘B’.

3.4 Prenatal diagnosis

(To be answered if in 1.9 ‘D’ was marked)

3.4.1 Does a positive genetic test result in the index patient enable a

prenatal diagnosis?

Possible if mutation is identified in any of the known causative genes.

4. IF APPLICABLE, FURTHER CONSEQUENCES OF TESTING

Please assume that the result of a genetic test has no immediate

medical consequences. Is there any evidence that a genetic test is

nevertheless useful for the patient or his/her relatives?

The result of a CdLS genetic test may have no immediate medical

consequences for the affected individuals and their families, but having

a positive genetic diagnosis will influence genetic counselling and may

have some impact in reproductive decisions.
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